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RFP for Supply, Installation, Commissioning & Maintenance of CTS Scanners for Cheque Truncation , Pan India
Point / Section # Main Section name
Clarification point as stated in tender document Bank's Remark

30 5. Annexure A Technical
Specifications
:Point No.9.
20 & 21 Delivery,
Installation
and
Commissionin
g

30
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5. Annexure - A
Technical
Specifications :-

Ultra Violet Imaging: Detect the presence
of UV ink on the cheques and the driver
should be integrated with Bank of
maharashtra’s CTS application .

The revised Clause would be read as "Ultra Violet
Imaging: Capture the presence of UV ink on the
cheques"

Point No. 3.4

The Bidder shall be responsible for
delivery and installation of the equipment
ordered at all the sites and for making
them fully operational at no extra charge
within 4 weeks of receiving the purchase
order.

The revised clause should be read as " The Bidder
shall be responsible for delivery and installation of
the equipment ordered at all the sites and for
making them fully operational at no extra charge
within 6 weeks of receiving the purchase order.

Annexure A Technical
Specifications

A single exit pocket capable of holding
upto 30 or above documents. Pocket Full
sensor

The revised clause should be read as " Single exit
pocket capable of holding upto 100 or above
documents. Pocket Full sensor"

5

8

1.1/Two Bid
System
Tender

Envelop-II
(Commercial bid)

The prices quoted in the commercial bid
should be without any conditions. The
bidder should submit an undertaking that
there
are
no
deviations
to
the
specifications Mentioned in the RFP either
with the technical or commercial bids
One envelop of technical bid and one envelop of
submitted.
These
three
envelopes
commercial bid to be submitted , EMD should be
containing the Technical bids (Two copies
included in the technical bid.
in Separate envelopes) and Commercial
bid should be separately submitted.
Please note that if any envelope is found
to contain both technical and commercial
bid, then that offer will be rejected
outright

7

17

2.18/Format
for Technical
Bid

19

1. South grid: Vendor is not yet finalised, whose
Authorization letter from Bank’s CTS
ever will emerge as L1 , Bidder need to integrate
vendors (three different vendors for the
with the application.
three grids) that the scanner is compatible
2.North grid:-Image infosystems Pvt Ltd.
with the CTS application.
3.Western Grid:-AGC Networks Ltd

8

9

23

30

3.1

The offer must include a minimum three
years comprehensive on-site warranty.
The Warranty in respect of all the
locations would start from a single and
uniform date. The uniform date would be
the date on which 75% of the total order
Scanner Warranty
Full order will be placed within one year .
value is installed, Commissioned and
same is accepted by the Bank. Although
it’s possible that different lots are
installed and commissioned on different
dates yet in no case, there would be
Multiple warranty dates.
Bidder should provide certified IQA / IQU
engine along with scanner as indicated by
RBI/NPCI in its latest Circular. All IQA
related Changes shall be made by the
Cheque scanner bidder free of cost from
time to time

12

The revised Clause should be read as " Bidder
should provide certified IQA / IQU along with
scanner as indicated by RBI/NPCI in its latest
Circular. All IQA related Changes shall be made by
the Cheque scanner bidder free of cost from time to
time"

A)Warranty excludes free replacement of
components found damaged due to mishandling/input power fluctuations

10

Scanner Warranty

B)Warranty excludes free replacement of
components having a rated cheque life as
It will be discussed with the successful bidder.
per details given belowRubber belts- 50,000 cheques.
Sensors- 80,000 cheques
Rollers- 80,000 cheques.
Read Head- 50,000 cheques.

All other terms and conditions of the RFP document remain unchanged. Please treat this clarification as an integral
part of the RFP
documents issued.

